Although leniency programmes and damages actions, at least to a certain extent, serve the same purpose of increasing compliance with the competition rules, an increasing number of damages actions risk undermining national and EU leniency programmes, because the risk of follow-on damages actions may discourage potential leniency applicants from coming forward. To increase the successful co-existence of leniency programmes and damages actions, the law can interfere at two stages: it can prevent disclosure of leniency applications and it can decrease the risk or the amount of damages to be paid by leniency recipients. This contribution will explain the current rules on these matters and analyse a number of proposals for reform. The analysis will result in a suggestion to introduce at EU level a regime to improve the procedural position of the leniency recipient in proceedings for cartel damages based on the Hungarian model.

I. LENIENCY AND DAMAGES: CONFLICTING MEASURES PURSUING THE SAME AIM?

Detection and punishment of cartels has long been a difficult endeavour for EU and national competition authorities. Aware of the illegal nature of cartels and the severe penalties applicable to the undertakings involved in these serious infringements of competition law, cartelists took care not to disclose their illegal activities. In an attempt to break up these clandestine bands of colluders, the Commission, inspired by US antitrust law, introduced in 1996 a leniency programme, rewarding undertakings which provide the Commission with evidence leading to the detection and punishment of cartels with immunity from or reduction of fines. The aim of the leniency programmes is thus to increase compliance with the competition rules by creating distrust between the cartelists and increasing the risk of detection. After a slow start, and a revision in 2002, the EU leniency programme proved to be successful, leading to a significant
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increase in the number of discovered cartels\(^6\) and gradually national competition authorities followed the Commission’s example and introduced their own leniency programmes. At present the EU operates the third edition of its leniency programme, introduced in 2006,\(^7\) and 26 of the 27 member states introduced their own leniency programmes which are to varying degrees modelled on the ECN Model Leniency programme.\(^8\)

Increasing compliance with the competition rules is also one of the purposes of the attempts to increase the number of damages actions for infringements of competition law. This purpose was overtly present in *Courage* where the Court of Justice held that:

‘the existence of (a right to damages) strengthens the working of the Community competition rules and discourages agreements or practices, which are frequently covert, which are liable to restrict or distort competition. From that point of view, actions for damages before the national courts can make a significant contribution to the maintenance of effective competition in the Community’.\(^9\)

It was also stressed in the Commission’s Green Paper on private enforcement. Indeed, according to the Green Paper, both public and private enforcement:

‘are part of a common enforcement system and serve the same aims: to deter anti-competitive practices forbidden by antitrust law and to protect firms and consumers from these practices and any damages caused by them. Private as well as public enforcement of antitrust law is an important tool to create and sustain a competitive economy’.\(^10\)

The Commission recognised that damages actions for infringements of antitrust law also serve to compensate those who have suffered a loss as a consequence of anti-competitive behaviour and that this is fundamental to the idea of damages actions, but it seemed to find it equally important that damages actions have a deterrent effect and serve:

‘to ensure the full effectiveness of the antitrust rules … by discouraging anti-competitive behaviour, thus contributing significantly to the maintenance of effective competition in the Community’.\(^11\)


\(^7\) Commission notice on immunity from fines and reduction of fines in cartel cases, OJ 2006, C298/17.


\(^11\) Green Paper, 3 and 4.
In its White Paper the Commission emphasises – probably influenced by the responses to its Green Paper - full compensation of the victims of antitrust infringements as the primary purpose of damages actions. Nevertheless, the enforcement idea has not completely disappeared. The Commission indeed points out that more effective compensatory mechanisms will increase detection of competition law infringements as well as the likeliness that infringers will be held liable. Better compensatory mechanisms will therefore have an inherently beneficial effect in terms of compliance with the competition rules and deterrence of future infringements.\footnote{White Paper on Damages Actions for Breach of the EC antitrust rules, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2008:0165:FIN:EN:PDF, n° 2.9; Commission staff working paper accompanying the White paper, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=SEC:2008:0404:FIN:EN:PDF (hereinafter: White Paper).}

Although leniency and damages actions thus, at least to a certain extent, serve the same purpose of increasing compliance with the competition rules, it has been argued that an increasing number of damages actions may undermine leniency programmes.\footnote{C Hodges, ‘Competition enforcement, regulation and civil justice: what is the case?’, (2006) 43(5) CMLRev 1390.} Indeed, a leniency application is a confession by an undertaking of having participated in an alleged cartel, which may result in immunity or reduction of fines, but will, at present, normally not protect the leniency applicant from the civil law consequences of his participation in an infringement of Article 101 TFEU.\footnote{Commission notice on immunity from fines and reduction of fines in cartel cases OJ C 298, 8 December 2006, p. 17 (hereinafter: Leniency Notice), n° 39.} If the fact that a leniency application is made or the content thereof is communicated to cartel victims, this will enable them to more easily prove the cartel infringement by the leniency applicant and it will encourage them to actually bring claims for damages against the leniency applicant. Often, even those who suffered loss as a result of overpricing by other cartel members may successfully claim damages from the leniency applicant. Until recently the risk of damages claims against a leniency applicant was limited, given the ‘total underdevelopment’\footnote{Ashurst, Study on the conditions of claims for damages in case of claims for damages of EC Competition rules. Comparative report, http://ec.europa.eu/comm/competition/antitrust/actionsdamages/comparative_report_clean_en.pdf, 1.} of damages claims for infringements of competition law in Europe. However, since the recognition by the Court of Justice of the right of any individual to obtain compensation for damage suffered as a result of an infringement of the EU competition rules\footnote{Case C-453/99, Courage v Crehan, [2001] ECR I-6297; Joined cases C-295/04, C-297/04 and C-298/04 Vincenzo Manfredi and others v Lloyd Adriatico Assicurazioni Sp.A and others, [2006] ECR I-6619.} and the active promotion of private enforcement of competition law by the European Commission, this risk is increasing continuously.\footnote{See e.g. A Riley, ‘The Modernization of EU Anti-cartel Enforcement: Will the Commission Grasp the Opportunity?’, (2010) ECLR 195.} This may discourage cartel participants from applying for leniency, which would significantly impede the discovery and punishment of cartels, which would in turn lead to a lower degree of compensation of cartel damage. The question arises as to whether
and if so, what kind of measures should be taken to prevent the increasing number of damages claims from undermining the leniency policy.

To prevent damages actions from having a discouraging effect on potential leniency applicants (or at least minimise the risk of damages actions having such effect) the law can, it seems, intervene at two stages. It can prevent disclosure of leniency applications to (potential) cartel victims and/or it can reduce the amount of damages to be paid by leniency applicants.

Hereafter, I will first discuss the current rules on the disclosure of leniency documents to (alleged) cartel victims and those on the impact of leniency on the amount of damages to be paid by the leniency applicant. Next, I will discuss a number of proposals to better align leniency programmes with damages actions for infringements of competition law and identify what is in my opinion the best way to achieve this aim. The contribution will end with a summarising conclusion.

II. CURRENT RULES ON DISCLOSURE OF LENIENCY APPLICATIONS TO POTENTIAL CARTEL VICTIMS

A. Disclosure of leniency applications made to the Commission

1. Uncertainty as to disclosure of leniency documents held by the Commission

(a) Uncertainty as to disclosure to EU citizens and residents on the basis of the Transparency Regulation

EU citizens and those residing in the EU can, in principle, have access to the documents held by the Commission on the basis of Article 15(3) TFEU (ex Art 255 EC) and the Transparency Regulation (Regulation 1049/2001). Persons making an application for access under this Regulation do not need to give reasons for their requests. The Regulation does, however, in Article 4 contain certain exceptions to the principle of transparency. Article 4(1) of the Regulation provides for an absolute bar to disclosure where disclosure would undermine the protection of, amongst others, the public interest as regards the financial, monetary or economic policy of the Community or a Member State. Where disclosure would undermine the protection of commercial interests of a natural or legal person, or the purpose of inspections, investigations and audits, disclosure shall be refused unless there is an overriding public interest in disclosure (Art 4(2)). Access to a document, drawn up by an institution for internal use or received by an institution, which relates to a matter where the decision has not been taken by the institution, shall be refused if disclosure of the document would seriously undermine the institution’s decision-making process, unless there is an overriding public interest in disclosure (Art 4(3)). As regards third party documents the institution needs to consult the third party with a view to assessing whether an exception to the right to have access is applicable unless it is clear that the document shall or shall not be disclosed (Art 4(4)).
The applicability of Regulation 1049/2001 on competition law proceedings has been confirmed by the General Court in Technische Glaswerke Ilmenau.\(^{18}\)

In its Leniency Notice the Commission recognises the application of Regulation 1049/2001 but considers that:

‘normally public disclosure of documents and written or recorded statements received in the context of this notice would undermine certain public or private interests, for example the protection of the purpose of inspections and investigations, within the meaning of Article 4 of Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001, even after the decision has been taken’.\(^{19}\)

According to the Commission potential leniency applicants might be dissuaded from cooperating with the Commission under the Leniency Notice if this could impair their position in civil proceedings, as compared to companies which do not cooperate. Such undesirable effect would significantly harm the public interest in ensuring effective public enforcement of Article 101 TFEU in cartel cases and thus its subsequent or parallel effective private enforcement.\(^{20}\)

Even where alleged cartel victims rely on the Transparency Regulation to seek access to documents in the Commission’s file which are not obtained in the context of leniency, the Commission is reluctant to grant the requested access. On 6 December 2006, a company who was refused access to five documents referred to by the Commission in its infringement decision and not obtained in the context of leniency lodged a complaint with the European Ombudsman. The Commission argued that disclosure of the documents in question would undermine the protection of the purpose of the investigation and the protection of commercial interests.

As regards the Commission’s argument that disclosure would undermine the protection of the purpose of the investigation, the Ombudsman pointed out that the risk of a protected interest being undermined must be reasonably foreseeable and not purely hypothetical and that any refusal to grant access must clearly and precisely explain the precise manner in which disclosure would effectively undermine the protected interest. The Ombudsman referred, in this respect, to JT’s Corporation\(^{21}\) and Verein für Konsumenteninformation\(^{22}\) where the Court of First Instance rejected as insufficient an assessment of documents by reference to categories, rather than on the basis of the
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actual information contained in those documents. The Ombudsman noted that the Commission had not put forward any detailed arguments which take into account the specific content of the documents in order to show that public disclosure of the documents requested by the complainants would undermine the purpose of any future investigation, and if so, whether there is no overriding public interest in disclosure. The Commission should have weighed these interests against each other and when doing so, it should have distinguished between three categories of documents: documents voluntarily submitted to the Commission in the framework of a leniency programme, documents obtained following a request from the Commission in accordance with Article 18 Regulation 1/2003 and documents obtained following an inspection carried out by the Commission in accordance with Article 20 Regulation 1/2003. While the Ombudsman did not exclude the possibility that, in order not to compromise the communication of information by undertakings applying for leniency (especially where full leniency is concerned) or answering to Article 18 requests for information, access to information obtained via these means could be refused, the Commission’s powers to gather information during dawn raids would not be compromised when afterwards access to these documents were granted.

As regards the Commission’s argument that disclosure of the requested documents would undermine commercial interests, the Ombudsman recognised that each document clearly contained commercially sensitive information and that public disclosure of any of these documents would damage the legitimate commercial interests of third parties. The Ombudsman, however, pointed out that, even if a document contains commercially sensitive information, it is incumbent upon the institution holding that document, to evaluate, whether there is an overriding public interest in that document’s disclosure. Referring to the Commission’s Working Paper accompanying the White Paper on Actions for Damages for breach of EC antitrust rules and the Court of Justice’s decision in Courage, the Ombudsman considered that the claimant’s action for damages also served a public interest. In those circumstances, the Commission should, in the eyes of the Ombudsman, have ascertained whether that public interest was overriding. The Ombudsman pointed out that the Commission should in this respect have evaluated whether the documents in question did actually contain information which might, generally, be useful in any action for damages before national courts (e.g. information relating to damage caused to third parties, and to a causal link between the infringement and the damage). The Ombudsman found that it should also be taken into consideration whether the national court could effectively request access to the documents in question, pursuant to Article 15 Regulation 1/2003. In this respect, the Commission should have considered whether it had already made or could make the national court aware that it held documents which might be relevant for the proceedings before the said court, in order thereby to enable the national court to exercise its right to request copies of such documents.

The Commission did not agree with the Ombudsman that there was in the case at hand a public interest in the disclosure of the requested information. The Commission therefore did not consider it necessary to carry out the weighing of the interest to be
protected against the public interest in non-disclosure. Nevertheless, the Commission did follow the Ombudsman’s advice and carried out a full analysis to show that the public interest in disclosure would not override the exception relating to the need to protect commercial interests, set out in Article 4(2) Regulation 1049/2001. As it is sufficient that there is one ground to refuse access to the documents in question, the Ombudsman did not consider it necessary for the Commission to also weigh the interest in public disclosure against the exception relating to the protection of the purpose of an investigation. The Ombudsman therefore concluded that the Commission accepted the Ombudsman’s draft recommendation and closed the case.23

At present, a case is pending before the General Court which deals with a request made under Regulation 1049/2001 for access to documents and/or information submitted by leniency applicants and/or related information.24 In this case, the applicant (CDC Hydrogene Peroxide Cartel Damage Claims) complains about infringement of Article 4(2) Regulation 1049/2001 and asserts that the Commission’s refusal of access to the contents of the Commission’s case-file:

‘is inconsistent with the principles of law of effective compensation for infringements of EC competition law, as the interest of the injured parties in the details of the infringement is to be valued more highly than the interest of the undertakings in not disclosing to the public the details of the infringement alleged by the Commission and the scope of its cooperation with the Commission within the framework of the leniency notice’.25

Some indications of the General Court’s and the Court of Justice’s thinking on these issues can be derived from cases dealing with the application of Regulation 1049/2001 in merger and state aid cases.

In two cases26 dealing with requests for disclosure of documents acquired in a merger investigation, the General Court stated that, in order to refuse access to documents on
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26 Case T-237/05, Editions Jacob v Commission, www.curia.eu; Case T-111/07, Agrofert Holding v Commission, www.curia.eu. Relying on Technische Glaswerke Ilmenau, the Commission applied for the suspension of the General Court’s decision in Case T-237/05. The application was refused on the ground that the alleged legal uncertainty created by a later decision of the CJEU in another case, which could be given an interpretation diverging from the decision of the General Court would risk to deny the principle of the non-suspending character of the appeal against a decision of the General Court. Moreover, although the fumus boni juris does have an impact on the condition of urgency, the applicant would still need to prove a serious and irreparable harm. The Commission fails to prove this as it can still refuse access to a specific document, if it considers this necessary to protect the commercial interests of the parties involved in a merger investigation. The mere possibility that Editions Jacob would bring an action against the Commission if it refused access to the
the ground that disclosure of such documents would undermine the protection of commercial interests of a natural or legal person, the Commission needs to verify not only whether the documents in question come within the scope of this exception but also whether it is reasonably foreseeable that disclosure of those documents will specifically and actually (so not purely hypothetically) harm the interest protected and whether there is no overriding public interest in disclosure. That concrete examination must, moreover, be carried out in respect of each document referred to in the request for access and it must be apparent from the decision. The General Court recognised that it follows from case-law that a concrete, individual examination of each document requested may not be necessary where, due to the particular circumstances of the individual case, it is obvious that access must be refused or, on the contrary, granted. Such could be the case, inter alia, if certain documents were either, manifestly covered in their entirety by an exception to the right of access or, conversely, manifestly accessible in their entirety, or, finally, had already been the subject of a concrete, individual assessment by the Commission in similar circumstances. According to the General Court, it cannot, however, be accepted that, with regard to mergers, documents sent to the Commission are to be regarded, in their entirety, as being manifestly covered by the exception relating to the protection of the commercial interests of the notifying parties and of third parties. The same applies mutatis mutandis to the refusal of access on the ground that such access would undermine the protection of the purpose of inspections, investigations and audits, and that there would be no overriding public interest in disclosure of the document concerned. The General Court found that, in the cases at hand, it was not apparent from the grounds of the Commission’s decision that the Commission carried out a concrete, individual examination of the documents requested in order to refuse their disclosure. The Commission appealed both judgments and might obtain an annulment of the General Court’s decision as the Court of Justice seems to be more responsive to the use of, be it rebuttable, presumptions of inaccessibility.

In Technische Glaswerke Ilmenau the Grand Chamber of the Court of Justice in relation to a case dealing with access to the file in a procedure for reviewing state aid indeed held that, although

‘53 It is true that, in order to justify refusal of access to a document the disclosure of which has been requested, it is not sufficient, in principle, for that document to fall within an activity mentioned in Article 4(2) of Regulation No 1049/2001. The institution concerned must also supply explanations as to how access to that document could specifically and effectively undermine the interest protected by an exception laid down in that article (Joined Cases C-39/05 P and C-52/05 P Sweden and Turco v Council [2008] ECR I-4723, paragraph 49).

54 … the Court has acknowledged that it is, in principle, open to the Community institution to base its decisions in that regard on general presumptions which apply requested document does not constitute a serious and irreparable harm, see Case C-404/10 P-R, www.curia.eu.
to certain categories of documents, as considerations of a generally similar kind are likely to apply to requests for disclosure relating to documents of the same nature (Sweden and Turco, paragraph 50).\(^{27}\)

The Court of Justice added that, as regards procedures for reviewing State aid, such general presumptions may arise from Regulation 659/1999 and from the case-law concerning the right to consult documents on the Commission’s administrative file. Where interested parties, except for the Member State responsible for granting the aid, do not have a right under the procedure for reviewing State aid to consult the documents on the Commission’s administrative file, account must be taken of that fact for the purposes of interpreting the exception laid down by Article 4(2), third indent Regulation 1049/2001. Whatever the legal basis on which it is granted, access to the file enables the interested parties to obtain all the observations and documents submitted to the Commission, and, where appropriate, adopt a position on those matters in their own observations, which is likely to modify the nature of such a procedure.\(^{28}\) In the view of the Court of Justice, general presumptions do not, however, exclude the right of the interested party to demonstrate that a given document disclosure of which has been requested is not covered by such a presumption, or that there is a higher public interest justifying the disclosure of the document concerned by virtue of Article 4(2) Regulation 1049/2001.\(^{29}\)

Based on Technische Glaswerke Ilmenau it has been argued that, if documents are subject to a specific regime of restriction of access, such as leniency documents, this should be taken into account for the application of the Transparency Regulation and that this may lead to a general, rebuttable presumption of protection of confidentiality.\(^{30}\)

The Court’s decision in Pfleiderer concerned access to documents submitted to an NCA. Nevertheless, it may also have an impact on access to documents submitted to the Commission in the course of a leniency procedure before the Commission. The Court stated in Pfleiderer that:

‘(t)he provisions of European Union law on cartels, and in particular Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down in Articles 101 TFEU and 102 TFEU, must be interpreted as not precluding a person who has been adversely affected by an infringement of European Union competition law and is seeking to obtain damages from being granted access to documents relating to a leniency procedure involving the perpetrator of that infringement’.\(^{31}\)

\(^{27}\) Case C-139/07 P, European Commission v Technische Glaswerke Ilmenau, www.curia.eu.

\(^{28}\) Case C-139/07 P, n° 55-59.

\(^{29}\) Case C-139/07 P, n° 62.


\(^{31}\) Case C-360/09, Pfleiderer AG v Commission, www. curia.eu, n° 33.
This seems to preclude the application by the Commission of a hard and fast rule which would refuse allegedly injured parties all access to documents submitted by a leniency applicant. The Court’s decision in Pfleiderer does not, however, seem inconsistent with the Commission’s statement in its Leniency Notice that

‘normally public disclosure of documents and written or recorded statements received in the context of this notice would undermine certain public or private interests … within the meaning of Article 4 of Regulation (EC) No 1049/2001, even after the decision has been taken’.32

Given the Court’s decision in Technische Glaswerke Ilmenau it seems even not precluded that the Commission would use a presumption that access by allegedly injured parties to documents submitted by a leniency applicant undermines public or private interests. It seems, however, that such presumption would need to be rebuttable, meaning that the allegedly injured party must be given the right to prove that on weighing the interests protected by EU law taking into account all elements relevant to the case33 the presumption is rebutted and it must be given access to the requested leniency documents. These are, however, only speculations. In order to know the Court of Justice’s vision on this issue, its decision in CDC is to be awaited.

(b) Limited access to the file by complainants in the public procedure

The complainant’s access to the file is limited to a non-confidential version of the statement of objections. The Leniency Notice explicitly states that other parties than the addressees of the statement of objections will not be granted access to corporate statements, but from the moment when the leniency applicant discloses to third parties the content thereof.34 The non-confidential version of the statement of objections will therefore normally contain no references to corporate statements and in fact references to pre-existing documents submitted by the leniency applicant will be excluded as well.35

In settlement procedures the complainant’s access to file is more limited. He will only be informed in writing of the nature and the subject matter of the procedure.36

(c) Uncertainty as to disclosure at the request of national Courts

Article 10 EC (now Art 10 TEU), which obliges the Member States to facilitate the achievement of the Community’s tasks, has been interpreted by the Court of Justice as

32 N° 40.
33 Compare Case C-360/09, n° 30 et seq.
34 N° 33.
imposing on the European institutions and the Member States mutual duties of loyal co-operation. Article 10 TEU thus implies that the Commission must assist national courts when they apply Community law.\(^{37}\) For the purposes of the application of competition law this is confirmed by Article 15(1) Regulation 1/2003 which provides that national courts in proceedings for the application of (now) Article 101 and 102 TFEU may ask the Commission to transmit to them information in its possession. According to the Commission’s Notice on the co-operation between the Commission and the courts of the EU Member States in the application of Articles 81 and 82 EC (now Articles 101 and 102 TFEU) a national court may for example ask the Commission for documents in its possession.\(^{38}\)

In transmitting information to national courts, the Commission has to uphold the guarantees given to natural and legal persons by Article 339 TFEU (ex Article 287 EC).\(^{39}\) Article 339 TFEU prevents members, officials and other servants of the Commission from disclosing information covered by the obligation of professional secrecy. The information covered by professional secrecy may be both confidential information and business secrets. Business secrets are information of which not only disclosure to the public but also mere transmission to a person other than the one that provided the information might seriously harm the latter’s interests.\(^{40}\) The Commission also has to make sure that it safeguards its own functioning and independence.\(^{41}\) The Commission regards its assistance to national courts as part of its duty to defend the public interest. It has no intention to serve the private interests of the parties involved in the case pending before the national court.\(^{42}\) This statement, made in the Commission’s Cooperation Notice is, however, not binding on the Court of Justice.

According to the Co-operation Notice, the combination of Articles 10 TEU and 339 TFEU does not lead to an absolute prohibition for the Commission to transmit information which is covered by the obligation of professional secrecy to national courts. The case law of the Community courts confirms that the duty of loyal co-operation requires the Commission to provide the national court with whatever information the latter asks for, even information covered by professional secrecy. However, in offering its co-operation to the national courts, the Commission may not in any circumstances undermine the guarantees laid down in Article 339 TFEU. Consequently, before transmitting information covered by professional secrecy to a


\(^{39}\) *Delimitis*, no 53.


\(^{41}\) Green Paper, no 77; Zwartveld, no 10-11; Postbank, no 93; Case C-275/00, *European Community, represented by the Commission of the European Communities v First NV and Franex NV*, [2002] ECR I-10943, 49.

\(^{42}\) Co-operation Notice, no 19.
national court, the Commission will remind the court of its obligation under Community law to uphold the rights which Article 339 TFEU confers on natural and legal persons and it will ask the court whether it can and will guarantee the protection of confidential information and business secrets. If the national court cannot offer such guarantee, the Commission shall not transmit the information covered by professional secrecy to the national court. Only when the national court has offered a guarantee that it will protect the confidential information and business secrets, will the Commission transmit the information requested, indicating those parts which are covered by professional secrecy and which parts are not and can therefore be disclosed. There are further exceptions to the disclosure of information by the Commission to national courts. Particularly, the Commission may according to the case law of the Court of Justice in Zwartveld, First and Franex and Postbank, refuse to transmit information to national courts in exceptional circumstances where this is required by overriding reasons relating to the need to safeguard the interests of the Community or to avoid any interference with its functioning and independence, in particular by jeopardizing the accomplishment of the tasks entrusted to it. Therefore, the Commission states, it will not transmit to national courts information voluntarily submitted by a leniency applicant without the consent of that applicant. It can, however, be questioned whether the transmission of all information voluntarily submitted by a leniency applicant would indeed interfere with the functioning and independence of the Commission and whether no other measures could be taken to prevent this.

This is all the more the case now the Court of Justice recognised in its decision in Pfleiderer, which was - it has to be recognised - given in a case dealing with access to leniency documents received by a national competition authority under its national leniency programme, that:

"The provisions of European Union law on cartels, and in particular Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 on the implementation of the rules on competition laid down in Articles 101 TFEU and 102 TFEU, must be interpreted as not precluding a person who has been adversely affected by an infringement of European Union competition law and is seeking to obtain damages from being granted access to documents relating to a leniency procedure involving the perpetrator of that infringement."

43 Zwartveld, n° 10 and 11 and Postbank, n° 93.
44 Co-operation Notice, n° 25.
45 Zwartveld, n° 10 and 11; First and Franex, n° 49 and Postbank, n° 93.
46 Co-operation Notice, n° 23-26.
48 Pfleiderer, n° 33.
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Moreover, what about disclosure orders from courts outside the EU, in particular from US courts?\textsuperscript{49} It seems that the Commission cannot easily be compelled to grant access to leniency applications in the course of US private antitrust proceedings. Although the US courts have not yet explicitly dealt with the question, the Commission will probably enjoy immunity from discovery as an agency of a foreign state (the European Union) within the meaning of 28 USC § 1602 et seq.\textsuperscript{50} Even if the Commission would not be entitled to foreign sovereign immunity, it might invoke the law enforcement investigatory privilege, which is intended to safeguard the public interest in the integrity of on-going criminal or civil investigations by the government. Furthermore, the Commission could invoke the doctrine of international comity. The two last mentioned mechanisms, however, imply a balancing of the competing interests, which means that there is no guarantee that they will lead to a denial of production of documents.\textsuperscript{51} Whether individual Commission officials enjoy immunity is to be determined by the State Department,\textsuperscript{52} as an aspect of the President’s responsibility for the conduct of foreign relations and recognition of foreign governments. The State Department is likely to grant immunity as far as the request for non-party discovery concerns information relating to acts taken in an official capacity or obtained in an official capacity.\textsuperscript{53}

(d) Publication of certain information in the final Commission decision finding an infringement of competition law

Article 30 Regulation 1/2003 orders the Commission to publish the names of the parties and the main content of the decision, including any penalties imposed. It shall, however, have regard to the legitimate interest of undertakings in the protection of their business secrets. In addition to this mandatory publication in the official journal the Commission voluntarily publishes a non-confidential version of the decision itself.\textsuperscript{54}

In its Leniency Notice the Commission states that it will, in order to explain the reason for the immunity or reduction of the fine, indicate in any infringement decision that an

\textsuperscript{49} Although US discovery is to a large extent conducted between the parties and does not in principle require the intervention of the Court, I will discuss this issue here. Indeed, if one party refuses to disclose information it will, even in the US, be up to the Court compel in whole or in part or refuse discovery.

\textsuperscript{50} A Petrasincu, ‘Discovery revisited – the impact of the US discovery rules on the European Commission’s leniency programme’, (2011) ECLR 362. Support for this position can be found in the fact that the Supreme Court qualified the proceeding before the European Commission as the proceeding of a foreign tribunal (\textit{Intel v AMD}, 542 U.S. 241 (2004)) and in the fact that the Court in \textit{Payment Card Interchange Fee}, 2010 U.S. Dist. Lexis 89275, fn. 10 (EDNY 2010) seems to hold that the Commission could in general invoke the act of state doctrine.

\textsuperscript{51} A Petrasincu, ibid, 362-363. See Section II.A.2.

\textsuperscript{52} Samantar, 130 S. Ct. 2291.

\textsuperscript{53} See for example the Statement of interest and suggestion of immunity of and by the United States of America in Claudia Balero Giraldo et al. v Drummond Company, Inc. et al., see http://uribe-georgetown.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/03.31.11%20Statement%20of%20Interest%20re%20Uribe.pdf.

undertaking cooperated with the Commission during its administrative procedure.\textsuperscript{55} The final Commission decision even discloses the identity of the leniency applicant and contains a rather detailed description of his participation in the cartel.\textsuperscript{56} This can harm the leniency applicant’s position in follow-on actions for damages. In its Leniency Notice the Commission seems to accept this consequence, as it stated that:

‘the fact that an undertaking cooperated with the Commission during its administrative procedure will be indicated in any decision, so as to explain the reason for the immunity or reduction of the fine. The fact that immunity or reduction in respect of fines is granted cannot protect an undertaking from the civil law consequences of its participation in an infringement of Article 81 EC’.\textsuperscript{57}

Yet, in recent years, the Commission takes into account the confidentiality of the sources of its information when publishing the details of infringing conduct. Quotes of oral statements and other leniency submissions are in principle removed from the final public version of the Commission’s infringement decisions.\textsuperscript{58}

In Bank of Austria Creditanstalt AG the General Court stated that the precursor of Article 30 Regulation 1/2003 (Art. 21 Regulation 17/62):

‘prohibits, besides the disclosure of business secrets, in particular the publication of information covered by the exceptions to the right of access to documents that are laid down in Article 4 of Regulation No 1049/2001 or information which is protected under other rules of secondary legislation, such as Regulation No 45/2001’.

The General Court, however, stated that this provision is not a bar to the publication of information with which the public has the right to be acquainted through the right of access to documents.\textsuperscript{59}

The Court’s decision in the pending case on access to leniency documents on the basis of the Transparency Regulation will thus also have an impact on the Commission’s right to refer to leniency documents in the published version of its infringement decisions.\textsuperscript{60}

\textsuperscript{55} Leniency Notice, n° 39.
\textsuperscript{57} Leniency Notice, n° 39.
\textsuperscript{60} Cf. Section II.A.1.(a).
2. Uncertainty as to disclosure of leniency documents within the power of the leniency applicant or third parties

The leniency applicant is, once the statement of objections is issued,61 in principle free to voluntarily disclose leniency information to potential cartel victims, but he is unlikely to do so. Other cartelists could be easier to persuade to disclose leniency information. However, certain precautions are in place to prevent the disclosure by other cartelists of leniency information obtained through access to the file. While the protection of documents supplied by a leniency applicant is not a bar to their disclosure to other addressees of the statement of objections in order to safeguard their rights of defence in the procedure before the Commission, corporate statements enjoy a special protection. They are only accessible at the Commission’s premises and normally on a single occasion following the formal notification of objections.62 Company representatives or legal counsel exercising their right of access to the corporate statements need to commit not to make any copy by mechanical or electronic means of any information in the corporate statement to which access is being granted. This protection is not extended to pre-existing documents, which are accessible according to the normal rules. All information obtained through access to file may, however, only be used for the purposes of judicial or administrative proceedings for the application of the Community competition rules at issue in the related administrative proceedings. The use of such information for a different purpose during the proceedings may be regarded as lack of cooperation within the meaning of points (12) and (27) of the Leniency Notice. Moreover, if any such use is made after the Commission has already adopted a prohibition decision, the Commission may, in any legal proceedings before the Community Courts, ask the Court to increase the fine in respect of the responsible undertaking. Should the information be used for a different purpose, at any point in time, with the involvement of an outside counsel, the Commission may report the incident to the bar of that counsel, with a view to disciplinary action.63 Cartel victims can therefore practically not make use in civil procedures of leniency information from the Commission’s file obtained through other cartelists’ access to the file.

Before Pfleiderer, it could be argued that the national courts of the Member States, because of their duty of loyal cooperation with the EU, were not entitled to order the leniency applicant to disclose leniency information which the Commission intends to protect. Since Pfleiderer, the question arises whether the leniency applicant may be ordered to disclose leniency documents, at least under the conditions set out in that judgement.

61 Leniency Notice, n° 12.
62 Leniency Notice, n° 8.
63 Leniency Notice, n° 7, 33-34; Commission Notice on the rules for access to the Commission file in cases pursuant to Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty, Articles 53, 54 and 57 of the EEA Agreement and Council Regulation (EC) No 139/2004, OJ 2005, C325/7 (hereinafter: Notice access to file), n° 48.
What about discovery ordered by US courts? Rule 26(b) Federal Rules of Civil Procedure appears to create a general presumption in favour of broad discoverability and the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do not provide for an exception for self-incriminating documents. The power of the US federal courts to order the production of documents for use in US courts is not limited by foreign laws, including so-called blocking statutes that prohibit disclosure. Moreover, discovery of documents between parties (R 34) applies to all documents the respondent has in his possession, custody or control, which includes the legal right to obtain the document on demand. Furthermore, discovery is not limited to the production of documents, but also includes depositions by oral examination or written questions of, for example, the management or employees of the leniency applicant (R 30-31), interrogatories served on the defendant (R 33) and requests for admission (R 36). Even if the document containing the corporate statement is protected from disclosure, there may thus remain a duty to disclose its content. This is not to say that any motion to order discovery will be granted. There are limits to the right to discovery under the US Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. One of the limits which is particularly relevant to the discovery of corporate statements made to the Commission, is the principle of international comity, which refers to ‘the respect sovereign nations afford each other by limiting the reach of their laws’. However, this principle allows the US courts a wide discretion. A list of factors that are to be taken into account in a comity analysis can be found in the Restatements (Third) of Foreign Relations Law of the United States and includes the importance of the information requested to the litigation and the extent to which compliance with the request would undermine important interests of the state where the information is located. The list of factors has been further elaborated by the US Department of Justice in its 1995 Antitrust Enforcement Guidelines for International Operations. US Courts have been given plenty of occasions to apply this principle to

---


69 As far as request for information by administrative agencies is concerned there are two agreements between the US and the European Union dealing with the principle of comity: the 1991 Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Commission of the European Communities Regarding the Application of their Respective Competition Laws, OJ 1995, L95/47 and the 1998 Agreement Between the European Communities and the Government of the United States of America on the Application of
cases dealing with motions to order disclosure of leniency applications. They did not always reach the same result, but there is a trend not to order disclosure of EU leniency documents. Whereas the US District Court of Columbia in the *Vitamins Antitrust Litigation* granted a motion to compel disclosure, the US District Court for the Northern District of California denied a motion to compel disclosure in the *Methionine Antitrust Litigation* and the *Rubber Chemicals Antitrust Litigation*. The latter approach has been followed in other cases. In *Re Flat Glass Antitrust Litigation* the District Court of the Western District of Pennsylvania first granted discovery of a series of materials, including leniency submissions to the Commission and materials gathered through access to the file, disregarding letters sent by the Commission’s services aimed at a different result. After a formal intervention by the Commission as a party to the US proceedings, through a motion to reconsider the order, supported by a letter of the US Department of Justice and an official statement from the Director General of DG Comp, the parties entered into a consent order that substituted the original order with one that substantially reflected the Commission’s demands. In *Re Payment Card Interchange Memorandum Fee and Merchant Discount* the District Court of the Eastern District of New York refused to give an order for the disclosure of a statement of objections. The Court considered that the Commission’s interest in confidentiality outweighs the plaintiff’s interest in discovery. It is to be awaited if this trend will change after *Pfleiderer*.

Rule 45 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure makes it possible to compel non-parties who are US nationals or residents or who are found within the US to disclose information by serving a subpoena on them and 28 U.S.C. § 1782 grants US federal district courts the power to order any person who resides or is found in a US district to give his testimony or statement or to produce a document or other thing for use in a

---

74 In re Flat Glass Antitrust Litigation, No. 08-180 (Doc. No. 185) (29 July 2009).
77 Case C-360/09, www.curia.eu.
proceeding in a foreign or international tribunal. The tendency of US courts to refuse discovery of European leniency documents when the order is made on the basis of R34 the Federal Rules of Civil procedure, could mean that that the risk that such documents will be discoverable under R45 or 28 U.S.C. § 1782 is limited as well.\textsuperscript{78} However, this too could change after \textit{Pfleiderer}.

To prevent the leniency applicant from being ordered by a court to disclose a copy of the corporate statement he submitted to the Commission in order to obtain leniency the Commission may, upon the applicant’s request, accept that corporate statements be provided orally unless the applicant has already disclosed the content of the corporate statement to third parties. Oral corporate statements will be recorded and transcribed at the Commission’s premises. In accordance with Article 19 Regulation 1/2003 and Articles 3 and 17 Regulation 773/2004, undertakings making oral corporate statements will be granted the opportunity to check the technical accuracy of the recording, which will be available at the Commission’s premises and to correct the substance of their oral statements within a given time limit. Undertakings may waive these rights within the said time-limit, in which case the recording will, from that moment on, be deemed to have been approved. Following the explicit or implicit approval of the oral statement or the submission of any corrections to it, the undertaking shall listen to the recordings at the Commission’s premises and check the accuracy of the transcript within a given time limit. Non-compliance with the last requirement may lead to the loss of any beneficial treatment under the Leniency Notice.\textsuperscript{79} As the transcription of the oral statement would be an internal Commission document, it would, according to some sources, not be susceptible to disclosure in civil litigation.\textsuperscript{80} However, this is not necessarily the case. It has been argued that, in England and Wales for example, the duty of disclosure applies to all documents which are or have been in a party’s control, which is defined as including documents which that party ‘has or has had a right to inspect’, which arguably extends to the transcript of an oral statement which has been approved as accurate by the leniency applicant. It would, however, also be possible that disclosure could be denied on the grounds that it would expose the party to a penalty.\textsuperscript{81} The leniency applicant and/or a third party can obviously only disclose a copy of the corporate statement if he possesses one or at least has a right to obtain a copy of the transcript made by the Commission. A third party does not have a right to obtain such copy from the Commission. Given the Commission’s intention to protect the confidentiality of the corporate statement, it will probably hold that the leniency applicant does not have such a right either. Given the Court of Justices decision in \textit{Pfleiderer}, it seems, however, that the courts of the Member States’ may at least under the conditions set out in that judgement order the leniency applicant to testify as to the content of his leniency

\textsuperscript{78} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{79} Leniency Notice, n° 32.

\textsuperscript{80} For example Van Bael and Bellis, 1137.

application or at least as to his participation in the cartel. *A fortiori*, courts of non-EU countries could order such testimonies.

**B. Confidentiality of leniency applications made to the NCAs?**

1. **Model leniency programme**

Most member states adopted leniency programmes based on the ECN Model leniency programme which was meant to contribute to a soft harmonisation of the existing leniency programmes and to facilitate the adoption of such programmes by the few NCAs which did not yet operate one.82 The Model leniency programme aims to guarantee the confidentiality of leniency applications by providing the possibility of oral applications. The language of the Model leniency programme is rather soft: ‘Upon the applicant’s request, the NCA may allow oral applications’.83 The explanatory notes are worded stronger: ‘The ECN Model Programme allows for oral applications in all cases where this would appear to be justified and proportionate’. Pursuant to the explanatory notes ‘Oral applications are always justified and proportionate in cases where the Commission is particularly well placed to act under paragraph 14 of the Network Notice’. The Explanatory notes add, however, that some NCAs will accept oral applications without requiring the applicant to demonstrate that its request is justified and proportionate.84 If oral application is permitted the statement may be provided orally and recorded in any form deemed appropriate by the NCA. The applicant will still need to provide the NCA with copies of all preexisting documentary evidence of the cartel.85 No access to any records of the applicant’s oral statements will be granted before the NCA has issued its statement of objections to the parties.86 Oral statements made under the present programme will only be exchanged between NCAs pursuant to Article 12 of Regulation No 1/2003 if the conditions set out in the Network Notice are met and provided that the protection against disclosure granted by the receiving NCA is equivalent to the one conferred by the transmitting NCA.87

According to the Report on Assessment of the State of Convergence produced by the European Competition Network at the end of 2009, full leniency applications are accepted orally under nineteen leniency programmes. The Czech, Greek, Lithuanian, Polish and Portuguese programmes do not provide for oral applications. Seventeen programmes allow for summary applications to be submitted orally. The remaining programmes do not allow an oral procedure for summary applications either because

---

83 ECN Model Leniency Programme, no 28.
84 ECN Model Leniency Programme Explanatory Notes, no 48.
85 ECN Model Leniency Programme, no 28.
86 ECN Model Leniency Programme, no 29.
87 ECN Model Leniency Programme, no 30.
summary applications are not available at all or they do not provide for the availability of oral submissions in such cases.\textsuperscript{88}

2. NCAs as enforcers of EU competition law

Although the national leniency rules normally do not distinguish between cases relating to infringements of Article 101 TFEU, possibly in conjunction with national competition law and cases which only concern infringements of national competition law, this distinction might be important. This was recognised by the Amtsgericht Bonn which lodged on 9 September 2009 a reference for a preliminary ruling with the Court of Justice as to whether:

‘the provisions of Community competition law - in particular Articles 11 and 12 of Regulation No 1/2003 and the second paragraph of Article 10 EC, in conjunction with Article 3(1)(g) EC - (are) to be interpreted as meaning that parties adversely affected by a cartel may not, for the purpose of bringing civil-law claims, be given access to leniency applications or to information and documents voluntarily provided in that connection by applicants for leniency which the national competition authority of a Member State has received, pursuant to a national leniency programme, within the framework of proceedings for the imposition of fines which are (also) intended to enforce Article 81 EC (now Article 101 TFEU)’.\textsuperscript{89}

Advocate General Mazák distinguishes in his opinion between corporate statements and preexisting documents. He finds that, where an NCA operates a leniency programme in order to ensure the effective application of Article 101 TFEU, parties adversely affected by a cartel may not, for the purpose of bringing civil-law claims, be given access to corporate statements.\textsuperscript{90} Another opinion could, in his opinion, substantially reduce the attractiveness and thus the effectiveness of the authority’s leniency programme and in turn undermine the effective enforcement by that authority of Article 101 TFEU. The Advocate General recognises that the denial of such access may create obstacles to or hinder to some extent an allegedly injured party’s fundamental right to an effective remedy and a fair trial guaranteed by Article 47 in conjunction with Article 51(1) Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU. He finds, however, that such interference with the allegedly injured party’s fundamental right is justified by the legitimate aim of ensuring the effective enforcement of Article 101 TFEU by NCAs and private interests in detecting and punishing cartels. According to the Advocate General, it would, however, run counter to the fundamental right to an effective remedy and a fair trial if the NCA would deny access to other preexisting

\textsuperscript{88} http://ec.europa.eu/competition/ecn/model_leniency_programme.pdf, n° 62.

\textsuperscript{89} Case C-360/09: Reference for a preliminary ruling from the Amtsgericht Bonn (Germany) lodged on 9 September 2009 — Pfleiderer AG v Bundeskartellamt, OJ 2009, C297/18.

\textsuperscript{90} Described as ‘self-incriminating statements voluntarily provided by leniency applicants and in which the applicants effectively admit and describe to the authority their participation in an infringement of Article 101 TFEU’, Opinion AG Mazák in Pfleiderer, n° 48.
documents submitted by a leniency applicant in the course of a leniency procedure and which would assist parties allegedly adversely affected by a cartel in the establishment, for the purposes of a private action for damages, of the liability requirements (an illegal act in breach of Article 101 TFEU, damage to the victim and a causal link between the damage and the breach), at least as far as those documents do not contain any confidential business information.91

The Court of Justice did not follow the opinion of its Advocate General, but left more leeway to the national courts. According to the Court EU cartel law does not preclude a person who has been adversely affected by an infringement of EU competition law and is seeking to obtain damages from being granted access to documents relating to a leniency procedure involving the perpetrator of that infringement. The Court recognises that the effectiveness of leniency programmes could be compromised if documents relating to a leniency procedure were disclosed to persons wishing to bring an action for damages, but it stresses that it is settled case-law that any individual has the right to claim damages for loss caused to him by anticompetitive conduct. The Court also stresses that the principles of effectiveness and of equivalence need to be complied with and that the respective interests in favour of disclosure of the information and in favour of the protection of the information provided voluntarily by the leniency applicant need to be weighed. According to the Court, it is, however, for the national courts and tribunals on the basis of their national law, to determine the conditions under which access by a party adversely affected by an infringement of EU competition law and seeking to obtain damages to information voluntarily submitted by a leniency applicant must be permitted or refused by weighing the interests protected by European Union law.92

3. NCAs as enforcers of national competition law

As the rules relating to leniency will often not be adopted by parliament, but will result from notices adopted by NCAs, they will normally not be able to set aside the rules of civil procedure which do result from acts of parliament. Whether Courts in the course of proceedings for damages for infringements of the competition rules may order an NCA to disclose leniency applications and whether an NCA may refuse to respond to such an order will depend on the rules of civil procedure (or more specific acts dealing with this issue).

The OFT, for example, states that it will firmly resist on public interest grounds, requests for disclosure of leniency material or the fact that leniency has been sought, where such requests are made in connection with private civil proceedings. But, where a court has made an order with which the OFT is bound to comply, it would – it states – ‘obviously’ discharge its duty to the court. It has, however, been argued that disclosure of leniency applications by the OFT might be refused on the grounds of

92 Case C-360/09, Pfleiderer AG v Bundeskartellamt, www.curia.eu, n° 26 et seq.
legal professional privilege\textsuperscript{93} or on the ground of CPR 31.19 which provides for withholding disclosure and/or inspection on public interest grounds. The problem with CPR 31.19 would, however, be that it only applies to documents. It would not set aside CPR 22 which requires that in certain circumstances a statement of truth is given. On this basis even an oral leniency application might be revealed. Moreover, when an infringement decision is taken, the fact that a party to the proceedings has been granted leniency, together with the leniency information relied on by the OFT, will be apparent from the infringement decision. This will be notified to the parties and a non-confidential version will be published under the OFT’s rules.\textsuperscript{94} In addition, the OFT states that, in the course of the OFT’s investigation, it may be necessary to disclose information provided by a leniency applicant to third party witnesses or to those suspected of direct involvement in the cartel.\textsuperscript{95} When the OFT is conducting a criminal investigation it is required to disclose any material to which it wishes to refer or allude when interviewing suspects.\textsuperscript{96} The fact that a party has applied for leniency, together with the information it has submitted and on which the OFT intends to rely will also be set out in the statement of objections issued to the other parties to the proceedings and, subject to the OFT’s rules on the protection of confidential information, material submitted as part of the leniency application will be disclosed to the parties during the course of access to the file.\textsuperscript{97}

In Belgium, the Leniency Notice provides that access to corporate statements will only be granted to the addressees of the statement of objections provided they – and their solicitors – commit to use the obtained information only for the purposes of the procedure before the Competition Authority. The Leniency Notice does not provide access to corporate statements for third parties as long as the leniency applicant has not revealed the content of his application to third parties. The Leniency Notice is, however, only a communication from the Competition Authority taken in the execution of the power conferred to it by Article 11 § 3 Belgian Competition Act (hereinafter: WBEM).\textsuperscript{98} This notice cannot set aside the provisions of the WBEM itself, or those of the Code of Civil Procedure. Under Article 877 Code of Civil Procedure, the Court may, when serious, determined and converging presumptions exist that a party or a third party possesses a piece that proves a relevant fact, order the submission of that piece or a certified copy thereof. A third party may refuse submission if he has a legitimate reason to do so. Article 36 WBEM provides that the members of the Belgian Competition Authority and its personnel are bound by professional secrecy except when they are called to testify before the courts. Professional secrecy will thus not in


\textsuperscript{94} Leniency and no-action. OFT’s guidance note on the handling of applications, December 2008, OFT803, (hereinafter, OFT’s Guidance on Leniency and no-action) n° 8.47 and 8.49.

\textsuperscript{95} OFT’s Guidance on Leniency and no-action, n° 8.43.

\textsuperscript{96} OFT’s Guidance on Leniency and no-action, n° 8.45.

\textsuperscript{97} OFT’s Guidance on Leniency and no-action, n° 8.46.

\textsuperscript{98} Wet 10 juni 2006 tot bescherming van de economische mededinging, \textit{Belgisch Staatsblad} 29 June 2006.
itself be sufficient to refuse submission of a document. In a judgment of 29 October 1991 the Cour de cassation held that where submission of documents is refused on the ground of professional secrecy, the Court needs to verify on the basis of the specific facts whether the professional secrecy is not diverted from the purpose for which it was intended.99 There is no authority as to whether the proper functioning of the leniency programme would suffice to refuse submission of documents submitted in the course of a leniency application.

In other member states, the situation does not seem any clearer.

III. CURRENT RULES ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LENIENCY AND THE AMOUNT OF DAMAGES

A. Principle: leniency programmes offer no protection, all cartelists are jointly and severally liable

At present, a successful leniency application made to the Commission will only result in immunity or reduction of fines; it will not protect the leniency applicant from the civil law consequences of his participation in an infringement of Article 101 TFEU.100 This is also the position in the majority of the EU member states. Moreover, the general rules of tort law of all member states accept that where several persons are liable for the same legally relevant damage, they are all jointly and severally liable.101 This means that the victim is entitled to claim his entire loss from each of the liable persons. The liable person who has paid the victim may afterwards claim from his co-cartelists a sum corresponding with their share in the liability.

In the case of damage suffered as a result of a cartel infringement, the damage results in fact from the cartel agreement, from the fact that several suppliers conspired to charge prices above the competitive level. All cartelists took part in the infringement of the competition rules which caused the damage of each and every cartel victim. If the cartelists would be held jointly and severally liable, all cartel victims could claim from each cartelist, and thus also from the leniency applicant, their entire damage.

B. Exceptions

In the US the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 (ACPERA), which has recently been extended until June 2020, limits the civil liability of leniency applicants to single damages (instead of treble damages) attributable to the leniency applicant’s own sales to plaintiffs. Other co-cartelists remain jointly and severally liable for all damages including treble damages.102 It should be noted,


100 Leniency Notice, n° 39.

101 Art VI.-6:105 DCFR; DCFR, comments on Art VI.-6:105 DCFR, p. 3766.

moreover, that in the US, the cartelist who compensates the victim has no right to claim contribution from his co-cartelists.\textsuperscript{103}

In Hungary, the immunity recipient may refuse to reimburse the damages caused by an infringement of the national or EU cartel prohibition until the claim can be collected from other undertakings being held liable for the same infringement and as far as the claim can be collected from those undertakings. This does not prevent the cartel victims to bring a joint action against all cartelists. However, lawsuits initiated to enforce claims against immunity recipients shall be stayed until the date on which the judgment reached in the administrative lawsuit upon request for a review of the decision of the Hungarian Competition Authority establishing an infringement becomes legally binding. Moreover, the liability of the immunity recipient becomes subsidiary in relation to the liability of the other cartelists: the cartel victim will only be able to enforce his claim against the immunity recipient to the extent that it cannot obtain compensation from other cartelists.\textsuperscript{104} This rule is, however, considered not to affect the internal relationship between the immunity recipient and the other cartelists.\textsuperscript{105} The other cartelist(s) who compensated the victims will remain able to claim contribution from the immunity recipient, to the extent of his fault. In the case of concurrent tortfeasors, in the absence of proof of the contrary, each tortfeasor’s fault is presumed to be equal.\textsuperscript{106}

\section*{IV. Proposals for Reform}

\subsection*{A. Introduction}

The European Commission, the OFT and certain scholars have put forward a number of options to optimise the combined effect of leniency programmes and damages actions. The most important ones are discussed below. In the evaluation of these options I will repeatedly refer to the evaluation scheme used by the authors of the CEPS impact assessment study in their impact assessment of the Commission’s Green Paper on Damages actions for Breach of the EC Antitrust Rules.\textsuperscript{107} This evaluation

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{106} S. 344(1)-(2) Hungarian civil code; CI Nagy, ‘The new Hungarian rules on damages caused by horizontal hardcore cartels: presumed price increase and limited protection for whistleblower – an analytical introduction’ [2011] 32(2) ECLR 66.
\end{flushright}
scheme is based on the potential prisoner’s dilemma emerging in collusive agreements and the pay-off structure needed to sustain the collusive agreement (this is called the ‘incentive compatibility constraint’). The incentive compatibility constraint takes into account that the cartel is sustainable only if the expected pay-off from continuing the cartel is greater than the pay-off from defecting and collaborating with the competition authorities. The basis equation used is:

\[
p(\pi^c a - \pi^c b \beta - f) + (1-p)\pi^c a \geq \pi^s - \pi^c b - f + R
\]

where:

\( p \) = probability of detection and administrative conviction
\( \pi^c \) = overall profits of the cartel
\( a \) = market share of firm A
\( b \) = share of damages paid by firm A
\( \beta \) = probability of civil conviction
\( f \) = fine
\( \Gamma \) = probability-adjusted discount factor (probability of an ongoing interaction of the cartelists
\( \pi^s \) = firm A profits from deviation
\( R \) = reward offered for collaborating with the competition authority

The left side of the equation shows that with probability \( p \), firm A will be caught by the enforcing agency and will be obliged to subtract from the cartel profits relating to its part of the market, the fine imposed \( (f) \) and the likely part of the damages it will need to pay due to follow-on actions \( (\pi^c b \beta) \).

With probability \( (1 - p) \), the cartel will not be discovered and full cartel profits \( (\pi^c a) \) will be collected by firm A. These future collusive profits need to be discounted for \( 1/(1 - \Gamma) \), in order to be compared with the immediate profits from defection \( (\pi^s) \), i.e. its profits in case it charges prices below the cartel price thereby increasing its market share to the detriment of the other cartelists.

Leniency programmes increase the pay-off of defecting and collaborating with the competition authorities, which has a destabilizing effect on the collusive agreement. Leniency programmes will also increase the deterrent effect as they increase the risk of detection. They may, however, also have the adverse effect of reducing the magnitude of the expected fine, which would decrease the deterrent effect of fines.\(^{108}\)

An increased probability of a court order to pay damages increases the deterrent effect and may contribute to stopping collusion between undertakings. On the other hand, once a collusive agreement is in place, an increased probability of a court order to pay

\(^{108}\) CEPS impact assessment study, 497. There would according to this publication also be a risk that undertakings apply for leniency and contextually maintain the collusive agreement for the future.
damages may strengthen the collusive agreement, as it will make it less attractive to defect and cooperate with the competition authority.\textsuperscript{109}

\textbf{B. Excluding the discoverability of leniency applications}

A first option put forward by the Commission in its Green Paper is to exclude the discoverability of corporate statements. Excluding the discoverability of preexisting documents submitted by the leniency applicant is not considered to be justified as this would allow the applicant to use the leniency programme in order to prevent the disclosure of these documents which are otherwise discoverable. The Commission considers, however, that it might be necessary to prohibit a claimant seeking through disclosure the documents in the form submitted by the leniency applicant to a competition authority with regard to their use in a leniency programme. Although these documents might still be discoverable under other (more general grounds), it might be detrimental to the leniency applicant if his choice of documents, as submitted to a competition authority, were to become known to the damaged parties.\textsuperscript{110}

This option received wide support from stakeholders. Only a few responses to the Commission’s Green Paper considered that leniency applications should be made available in private actions since they contain critical evidence, or doubt whether such protection is at all needed, in particular since leniency applications can be made orally.\textsuperscript{111}

The CEPS impact assessment study stresses that the limitation of the disclosure of leniency statements is essential in order to limit the risk that private enforcement negatively influences the incentives to apply for leniency. The study points out, however, that the limitation of disclosure of leniency statements bears an effect on claimants’ litigation costs as access to the leniency application would represent a valuable source of information for private litigation. Also, limitation of access to leniency statements might have negative effects on error costs, if the existence of the infringement or its causation cannot be assessed through the information contained in the public agency decision. This risk would, however, be limited as regards the establishment of the infringement once the public decision is issued.\textsuperscript{112}

In its White Paper the Commission withheld the proposal to exclude the discoverability of leniency applications. It is the Commission’s view that the exclusion of discoverability should not only apply when leniency is sought from the Commission, but that it should extend to all leniency applications related to an infringement of Article 81 EC (now Art 101 TFEU), regardless of which competition authority within the European Competition Network receives the leniency application; including cases of parallel application of national competition law. Such extension of the exclusion of

\textsuperscript{109} CEPS impact assessment study, 501.

\textsuperscript{110} Commission staff working paper accompanying the Green Paper, n° 233-234.

\textsuperscript{111} Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 282.

\textsuperscript{112} CEPS impact assessment study, 500-501.
discoverability would ensure consistency in the application of Article 101 TFEU; it would increase legal certainty for leniency applicants, limit forum shopping and enhance the efficiency of the system. The extension of the rule to national competition authorities would also be coherent with the trend within the ECN towards soft harmonisation of the existing leniency programmes.\textsuperscript{113}

The Commission proposes to apply the protection against disclosure to all corporate statements, meaning all voluntary presentations, by or on behalf of an undertaking to the competition authority, of the undertaking’s knowledge of a cartel and its role therein, which are drawn up especially for submission under the Commission’s leniency programme or that of a competition authority within the ECN.\textsuperscript{114}

The protection should not only apply to corporate statements of immunity applicants but also to those of applicants for a reduction of fines. The protection should continue to apply even where the application is rejected by the competition authority and to any decision on the infringement.\textsuperscript{115}

The Commission further reiterated its policy to take corporate statements orally and not to provide the applicant with a copy of his statement.\textsuperscript{116} Referring to the reasons set out in its Leniency Notice, the Commission further stresses that it will itself never disclose to parties in private litigation any statements it received in the context of its Leniency Notice.\textsuperscript{117} Undertakings subject to the investigation in public proceedings need to be given access in order to ensure their right of defence, but they will not receive a copy of the corporate statements and the information obtained can only be used for the purposes of judicial or administrative proceedings for the application of Article 101 TFEU,\textsuperscript{118} not including civil litigation.

In order to protect the public investigations, the Commission finds it important to preclude (voluntary) disclosure of corporate statement by leniency applicants from the date of the leniency application at least until the issuance of the statement of objections.\textsuperscript{119}

In order to safeguard the Community interest in having an efficient leniency programme the Commission finds it further important to protect leniency applicants

\textsuperscript{113}Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 288-293.  
\textsuperscript{114}Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 295. The Commission’s working paper refers in fact only to leniency applications under the Leniency Notice, but this seems inconsistent with its proposal to apply the same rules of protection against disclosure to applications made to the Commission as to NCAs within the ECN.  
\textsuperscript{115}Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 296-297.  
\textsuperscript{116}Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 298.  
\textsuperscript{117}Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 299.  
\textsuperscript{118}Art 15(4) Regulation 773/2004 of 7 April 2004 relating to the conduct of proceedings by the Commission pursuant to Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty, OJ L 123, 27 April 2004, 18; Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 300.  
\textsuperscript{119}Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 301.
against court orders requesting disclosure or reproduction of corporate statements before or after the issuance of the statement of objections, and even after a decision is taken by a competition authority.\textsuperscript{120}

If the EU legislator would introduce such a rule, it would be effective on a European level. As indicated before, the EU cannot, however, guarantee that US or other non-EU courts will not order discovery. As far as the US has jurisdiction over a person who has or has ever seen a copy of the corporate statement, US courts may even order disclosure of the statement or its content for the purpose of use in damages actions before European courts.

C. Rebate on damages for the leniency recipient

A second option put forward by the Commission in its Green Paper is to grant the successful leniency applicant the right to claim a rebate on damages claims facing him in return for helping claimants bring damages claims against all cartel members. The claims against the other infringers, who would remain jointly and severally liable for the entire damage, would remain unchanged. Someone who was granted leniency could for example, in return for helping claimants with evidence, receive a rebate of 50\% on any damages claim in a follow-on action. It is worth noting that the Commission was, at that time, still thinking of introducing punitive or at least multiple damages for infringements of the competition rules. In a system of double damages, granting the leniency applicant a 50\% rebate would restore the applicant’s liability for single damages.\textsuperscript{121}

The option to grant the leniency applicant a rebate on damages in return for helping the damaged parties bring damages actions against all cartel members provoked diverging opinions.

Some responses to the Commission’s public consultation gave arguments in favour of such an option, in particular since this would increase the attractiveness of leniency programmes. Of these respondents, some stressed, however, that the efficient functioning of leniency programmes should not be at the expense of the injured parties. Indeed, many respondents pointed out the importance of the principle of full compensation for the harm suffered by the victims. In a situation where double damages became available, the respondents usually agreed that the successful leniency applicant could benefit from a rebate in the form of a de-doubling of the amount of damages, since this would not prevent full compensation. Some submissions also underlined the necessity to limit such award only to the successful immunity applicant, given his contribution in the uncovering of the cartel, as opposed to leniency applicants only benefiting from a reduction in fine.\textsuperscript{122}

\textsuperscript{120}Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 302.
\textsuperscript{121}Commission staff working paper accompanying the Green Paper, n° 235.
\textsuperscript{122}Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 275.
A rebate system would increase the gap between the position of the successful leniency applicant and that of non-collaborating firms. The collusive pay-off will decrease as the colluding firms would be more exposed to damages, also in lieu of the leniency applicant. The collaborating pay-off will increase due to the fact that the leniency applicant will not only get a reduction of fines but also a rebate on damages.\textsuperscript{123} It would seem that this rule would increase the destabilising effect, but reduce the deterrent effect, because the amount of money an undertaking risks to lose is reduced at least if it defects and collaborates with the competition authority. This might increase the risk that undertakings take part in a collusive agreement, intending to defect and collaborate with the competition authorities.\textsuperscript{124} The risk of exploitation of a leniency programme which offers the leniency applicant a rebate on damages could, however, be reduced by reserving the rebate to the first successful immunity applicant as this would increase the deterrent effect (the probability that a cartelist would need to pay the full amount of damages) and the destabilising effect (the differential between the collusive and the collaborating pay-off) and thus the rush to be the first to collaborate with the competition authority. To avoid exploitation of the leniency programmes, rebates should also be reserved to applications filed before the opening of a formal investigation. Firms should not count on being able to obtain a rebate by collaborating with the competition authority once a formal investigation has been opened. The duty of the leniency applicant to cooperate with the victim in civil litigation increases the probability that co-infringers are ordered to pay damages, which widens the gap between the collaborative and the collusive pay-off. The overall impact of the introduction of damages rebates coupled with a duty to collaborate with victims on deterrence would be positive. This option also increases the victims’ chances to obtain compensation. It would, however, require a harmonisation of leniency programmes and the recognition of foreign NCA decisions on leniency by national courts. Depending on the extent to which the leniency applicant is required to assist the victims with evidence against the other cartelists, the litigation costs of the victims may decrease. Increased litigation might, however, result from discussions as to whether the collaboration duty is complied with and from the fact that other cartelists might have a greater incentive to challenge the administrative leniency decision. The collaboration duty will also increase the leniency applicant’s administrative costs.\textsuperscript{125}

\textsuperscript{123}CEPS impact assessment study, 501-502.

\textsuperscript{124}In reality, however, the CEPS report points out, the effect of such a rule might be more complex when undertakings of different sizes take part in the collusion. For smaller firms, the deterrent effect may be larger, as they risk facing liability for the share of the larger undertakings. For large firms, the destabilising effect may be more significant than the increase in the sanction since the reduction of damages in case of collaboration is higher than the increase of civil damages in case of non-collaboration (CEPS impact assessment study, 502). The CEPS report apparently assumes that the damages an undertaking would need to pay in the absence of a rule introducing a rebate on damages are proportionate to the size of the firm, which is not necessarily the case. The proportion of damages an undertaking needs to pay in the absence of a rebate rule depends on the applicable rules as to contribution in the internal relationship between the cartelist, and on the solvency of the co-cartelists.

\textsuperscript{125}CEPS impact assessment study, 501-515 and 531.
In addition, it would facilitate damages claims by providing claimants with significant evidence. Finally, the risk of incomplete compensation for victims due to the existence of the rebate would be limited since the victims could claim their entire loss from the other cartel members.\textsuperscript{126} Only if all other cartelists held liable for the same infringement were insolvent, would cartel victims have to be content with partial compensation by the leniency recipient. In the view of some respondents, however, even this exceptional situation of only partial compensation is unacceptable. Also, the fact that the rebate system would limit the victim’s choice as to the identity/number of co-cartelists from which he could recover his whole damage, is considered problematic. Moreover, in the absence of double damages, compliance with the principle of full compensation of the victims, would imply that any rebate awarded in a damage claim be paid by the other cartel members, jointly and severally liable for the entire damage. Some respondents find this unfair and discriminatory.\textsuperscript{127} Furthermore, some respondents opposed, as a matter of principle, a situation in which successful leniency applicants could be rewarded on the civil side as a result of their application, arguing that public enforcement and private proceedings should be independent from each other. Some respondents also argued that it would be unfair to reward a member of a cartel in civil proceedings, even if he had applied for leniency.\textsuperscript{128}

On the balance of these arguments, the Commission considers it inappropriate to grant leniency applicants a rebate on damages, at least as long as it is not demonstrated that an enhanced level of damages actions unduly affects leniency programmes and that such a strong reward is necessary to safeguard the effectiveness of these programmes.\textsuperscript{129}

D. Limiting the liability of the leniency recipient to his direct and indirect purchasers

In its Green Paper, the Commission also put forward for discussion the option to remove the joint liability of the successful leniency applicant, thus limiting the latter’s exposure to damages.\textsuperscript{130} The Commission explains that generally, under the rules of civil liability applicable to antitrust damages actions, cartel members are jointly and severally liable for the damage caused by the cartel agreement. This means, for example, that a victim having suffered harm due to an illicit agreement may claim his entire damage not only from his trading partner(s), but also from any of the other parties to the illicit agreement. However, between the co-cartelists, the liability is several, which implies that the cartelist who compensated the entire harm has a right to seek

\textsuperscript{126} Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 276.
\textsuperscript{127} Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 278.
\textsuperscript{128} Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 277.
\textsuperscript{129} Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 279.
\textsuperscript{130} Commission staff working paper accompanying the Green Paper, n° 236.
contribution from the other co-cartelists. It is therefore at the contribution stage that the respective share of ultimate liability of each co-cartelist is determined.\footnote{131 Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 280-281.}

Removing the joint liability of the successful leniency applicant was meant to pursue a two-fold objective. It was, firstly, to give the successful leniency applicant a procedural advantage, by not requiring him to seek contribution from the other cartelists because his ultimate liability would no longer be determined only at the contribution stage. Secondly, it was to give him an advantage in cases of (partial) insolvency of one or some of the cartel member(s), since the successful leniency applicant would be the only cartel member not having to bear an increased financial burden as opposed to the other solvent cartelists who are jointly and severally liable for the entire damage.\footnote{132 Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 282.}

The objective pursued by this option received support from various respondents. However, certain respondents rightly expressed concerns on the effectiveness of the measure to achieve the objective, as well as on the criteria to be used for determining the scope of the liability of the successful leniency applicant.\footnote{133 Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 283.} Removing joint and several liability will indeed not in itself have as a consequence that the person who paid an overcharge due to the cartel infringement may only claim compensation from his contracting party and/or his suppliers. The right of the cartel victim to claim damages from all cartel members is not only a result of the rules on joint and several liability, it is the result of the fact that not (at least not only) selling at a supra competitive price is an illegal act, but concluding a cartel agreement as such. It is the cartel agreement and not the downstream sales contract that infringes Article 101 TFEU. As far as the cartel agreement is considered under the applicable rules on causation to have caused the harm resulting from the overcharge, all cartel members are liable towards the downstream purchasers. The question that arises then is whether the purchaser can claim his entire loss from a single cartel member or whether he has to claim from each cartel member a fraction of his loss, corresponding to the extent in which each cartel member took part in causing the loss. It is this question that is solved by the rules of joint and several liability. Under the rules of joint and several liability the purchaser may claim his entire loss from each of the co-cartelists. The rules on contribution subsequently deal with the internal relationship between the cartelists and provide that the party who has paid the victim may claim redress from his co-conspirators. The rules on contribution vary between the member states and are sometimes even controversial in a single member state. The amount which the party who paid the victim may recover from his co-cartelists may e.g. depend on the seriousness of the co-cartelists fault, or his impact on the total amount of the damage. If the Commission wants to limit the liability of a cartelist to the losses suffered by his direct contracting partners and the subsequent purchasers of the product or service, it has to do so explicitly and not by ‘removing the joint and several liability’.
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\textsuperscript{131} Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 280-281.

\textsuperscript{132} Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 282.

\textsuperscript{133} Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 283.
Other respondents, were not entirely against this proposal, but wanted to limit the benefit of the removal of joint liability to the successful immunity applicant, as opposed to successful leniency applicants in general. Still other respondents stressed that incentives given to successful leniency applicants should not be granted at the expense of the victims.\textsuperscript{134} An important drawback of this option is indeed that it may complicate the cartel victims’ opportunities to obtain compensation. Even if the other cartelists are solvent, and their participation in the cartel has been established by the competition authority due to the information provided by the leniency applicant, obtaining compensation from them may be difficult and costly, for example when they are domiciled and/or have all their assets in another EU member state, or even outside the EU.\textsuperscript{135}

According to the CEPS impact assessment the removal of joint liability would lead to a slight increase of the pay-off of defecting and collaborating with the competition authorities, which would increase the probability of detection and deterrence. Victims would also be more likely to bring damages claims against the non-collaborating firms which would remain jointly liable. These would then bear the risk of insolvency of the other cartelists, which would lead to a slight increase of deterrence in their regard. As the removal of joint liability would increase detection, it would increase the number of follow-on actions and thus the number of compensated victims. It might also lead to an increase of settlements which would provide victims with more accurate information leading to more accurate compensation. On the other hand, it would increase the risk that victims do not receive compensation due to insolvency of the non-collaborating firms and the fact that the leniency applicant is no longer jointly liable. The option would also lead to a slight increase of the number of claims and entail a risk of excessive litigation on the allocation of liability to the various co-cartelists since the risk of recoupment would be shared between a smaller number of co-cartelists. The option would further require a harmonisation of leniency programmes which would lead to an alleviation of administrative burdens.\textsuperscript{136}

At the moment of the Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, the Commission considered such a measure not necessary. The Commission recognised that, if any measure concerning the immunity recipient was to be proposed at a later stage, the removal of joint liability as proposed in the Green Paper, might not be sufficient to effectively limit the immunity recipient’s liability to a certain share of the harm caused. The Commission therefore no longer discusses this option in its White Paper but sets out for further reflection a limitation of the immunity recipient’s civil liability to the damage caused to his direct and indirect contractual partners. The immunity recipient would thus no longer be liable for the damage caused to victims.

\textsuperscript{134}Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 283.


\textsuperscript{136}CEPS impact assessment, 517-529 and 532.
who did not directly or indirectly purchase cartelised products from him. For example, where 30% of a victim’s total purchases of cartelised products originate from the immunity recipient, the latter would only be liable for 30% of the total harm suffered by this victim due to the overcharge of the cartelised products. The burden of proving to which extent his liability is limited would have to be borne by the immunity recipient. At this stage, the Commission calls for further reflection on the need for such incentive and on the impact of such measure on the position of victims of cartels and that of co-cartelists, in particular other leniency applicants. According to the Commission it should be ensured that the victim’s right to full compensation is not unduly affected and that other cartelists’ liability is not unduly increased. It should be noted that the limitation of the liability of the leniency recipient to his direct and indirect contracting partners, would have as a consequence that, when the other cartelists are all insolvent, only the direct and indirect purchasers of the leniency recipient would obtain compensation. The other victims would be left completely uncompensated. It would seem more appropriate to determine that each cartel victim could claim compensation from the leniency recipient to the extent that he would be liable at the contribution stage. In that case, all cartel victims would be able to obtain partial compensation from the leniency recipient in case all the other cartelists were insolvent. If that is not the case, cartel victims would probably claim full compensation of the other cartelists who remain jointly and severally liable.

The European Parliament is strongly opposed to the full removal of joint and several liability of co-operative witnesses. In a resolution of 26 March 2009 on the White Paper on damages actions for breach of the EC antitrust rules it stated that ‘full exemption of cooperative witnesses from joint and several liability is contrary to the system’ and that it ‘rejects such exemption categorically as prejudicial to many victims of breaches of the EC competition rules’.

E. Removal of the joint and several liability of the immunity recipient if other cartelists are solvent

In its Discussion paper Private actions in competition law: effective redress for consumers and business the OFT proposed the complete removal of the joint and several liability of the immunity recipient provided the other infringing undertakings have sufficient financial resources to meet the claim in full. This is a refined version of the Commission’s proposal to remove the joint and several liability of the immunity recipient. The OFT rightly points out that this option would present a number of potential issues as to, for instance, how to determine the liability of the immunity recipient if he is not jointly and

---

137 Commission staff working paper accompanying the White Paper, n° 304-306.
severally liable. As pointed out above, it does indeed not follow from the removal of joint liability that the immunity recipient is (only) liable for the (entire) overcharge paid by his purchasers and their downstream business partners and clients. This option mainly has the benefits and drawbacks set out when discussing the related Commission proposal. It slightly increases, however, the position of the victims that did not directly or indirectly purchase from the immunity recipient as they may turn to the immunity applicant if the other cartelists who remain jointly and severally liable were insolvent.

This option was supported by many of the respondents. They agreed that it would enhance the incentive to apply for leniency as it would remove concerns that potential applicants for immunity would have to compensate the whole of the damage caused by the cartel. Although this option would increase litigation as claimants would have to sue a greater number of defendants in order to recover the whole damage, in practice other cartelists could be joined into the proceedings in any event or the claimant could sue another cartelist who is jointly and severally liable.

The OFT recommended in the end that immunity recipients would not be jointly and severally liable, so that they would only be liable for the harm they caused. The OFT did, not, however, indicate what is in its opinion exactly ‘the harm caused’. The back-up liability in case of insolvency of the other cartel members seems not to have been withheld.

F. Introducing a right for the immunity recipient to obtain up to 100% contribution from non-leniency recipients

A second option proposed in the OFT’s Discussion paper is to allow claimants to bring an action against an immunity recipient under normal principles of joint and several liability, whilst empowering the court to allow the immunity recipient, in turn, to seek contributions of up to 100 per cent from non-leniency recipients. The OFT finds it important to preserve incentives to apply for other types of leniency for firms which do not qualify for immunity. Therefore, it proposes to seek contribution from other leniency recipients according to the normal contribution rules. The example given by the OFT explains its true meaning. Assuming that (1) A, B and C entered into a cartel; (2) A received immunity and B received another type of leniency; (3) a cartel victim brings a successful claim against A; (4) under normal contribution rules each firm would be liable for 1/3, then, A would be able to recover 1/3 from B, and the Court
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140 OFT, Private actions in competition law, n° 7.20.
141 OFT, Private actions in competition law, n° 9.7-9.8.
142 OFT, Private actions in competition law, n° 9.9-9.10.
143 OFT, Private actions in competition law, n° 7.18.
144 According to s. 2(1) of The Civil Liability (Contribution) Act 1978 the amount of contribution is to be determined according to what is just and equitable having regard to the extent of that person’s responsibility for the damage in question. This leaves the courts a wide discretion. The most important criteria used by the courts to determine a person’s responsibility for the damage are the extent to which a party has profited or retained gains from the wrongdoing, the causative potency of the wrongdoer’s action vis-à-vis the plaintiff’s
could order that A recovers 2/3 from D, who received no leniency. This option would be more favourable for the cartel victims as it does not deprive them from the benefit of the joint liability of the immunity applicant.\textsuperscript{145} This option found some support among the respondents to the OFT’s discussion paper, but others argued that this option would not provide immunity recipients with the same certainty as the previously discussed option as they might be liable for the entire amount in the first place, whereas the subsequent possibility of recoupment from co-infringers and the related litigation costs could be highly uncertain; it would create contingent liabilities and would lead to further litigation.\textsuperscript{146} Compared to the situation where the leniency applicant is jointly and severally liable without a possibility to recoup 100\% by means of the contribution rules, this option would decrease the deterrent effect of the totality of the fines and damages on entering into a cartel. Once a cartel is in place, the incentive to apply for immunity would increase compared to the situation of ‘normal’ joint and several liability. At the same time, this would increase the instability of the cartel.

Given the fact that this option would practically imply that the cartel victims would sue the leniency recipient in order to obtain full compensation of their damage as soon as the Commission decision identifying the leniency recipient is published, while the latter would be likely only to obtain contribution from his co-cartelists after lengthy appeals of the Commission decision followed by lengthy proceedings on contribution between the co-cartelists, this option may, however, not be sufficient to prevent the potential leniency applicant from refraining from coming forward.

G. The best way forward

When the number of damages claims for infringements of competition law continues to rise, the measures proposed by the Commission to guarantee the undiscoverability of the leniency application may be insufficient to prevent potential leniency applicants from being discouraged to apply for leniency out of fear for damages actions. This is in particular the case as the identity of the leniency applicant would still be mentioned in the final Commission decision on the infringement. Moreover, the EU cannot guarantee that non-EU member states do not order the leniency applicant or a third party to disclose leniency information.

The option to grant the immunity recipient a rebate on damages will diminish the potential leniency applicant’s fear to come forward, but it has the main disadvantage that in case of insolvency of the other cartelists, the victims will not be fully compensated even when the immunity recipient has sufficient means to provide for redress.

\footnotesize{loss and the relative degrees of blameworthiness, see N Dunleavy, ‘Contribution among Antitrust Defendants in English Law’, [2009] ECLR 23.}

\textsuperscript{145} OFT, Private actions in competition law, n° 7.21-22.

\textsuperscript{146} OFT, Private actions in competition law, n° 9.7; CEPS impact assessment, 504.
The option to limit the leniency applicant’s liability to the damage caused to his direct and indirect purchasers, will also diminish his fear to come forward, but it has the main disadvantage that, in case of insolvency of the other cartelists, only the direct and indirect purchasers of the leniency applicant, with the exclusion of all other cartel victims may obtain compensation.

The main disadvantage of the option to remove the joint and several liability of the leniency applicant, is that the consequences of this option are uncertain. The same goes for the proposal to remove the joint and several liability of the immunity recipient if the other cartelists are solvent.

The option to leave the rules on joint and several liability in place in the relationship between the leniency recipient and the victims but to introduce a right for the immunity recipient to obtain up to 100% contribution from the non-leniency recipients, offers the leniency recipient a serious relief of his civil liability without undermining the rights of cartel victims to obtain compensation. Given the fact that this option would practically imply that the cartel victims would sue the leniency recipient in order to obtain full compensation of their damage as soon as the Commission’s decision identifying the leniency recipient is published, while the latter would be likely only to obtain contribution from his co-cartelists after lengthy procedures for appeal of the Commission’s decision and afterwards on the issue of contribution between the co-cartelists, this option may, however, not be sufficient to prevent the potential leniency applicant from refraining from coming forward.

The Hungarian model aims to prevent the immunity recipient from having to compensate the victims immediately after the decision which identifies him is published while not being able to obtain contribution from the other cartelists until after lengthy appeal proceedings by staying the lawsuit to enforce damages claims against the immunity recipient until the date on which the judgment reached in the administrative lawsuit upon request for a review of the decision of the Hungarian Competition Authority establishing an infringement becomes legally binding and by offering the successful immunity applicant the right to refuse to pay compensation for the damage as long as the claim can be collected from other undertakings being held liable for the same infringement.147 This rule, however, is considered not to affect the internal relationship between the immunity recipient and the other cartelists.148 The other cartelist(s) who compensated the victim(s) may claim contribution from the immunity

---


148 Ibid.
recipient, to the extent of his fault. In the case of concurrent tortfeasors, in the absence of proof of the contrary, each tortfeasors’ fault is presumed to be equal.\(^{149}\)

Admittedly, the possibility for leniency applicants to be released from their duty to make compensatory payments as long as the claim can be collected from other undertakings being held liable for the same infringement results in a reduction of the deterrent effect compared to the situation where the normal rules on joint and several liability apply. It would, however, not reduce the deterrent effect compared to the prior situation where there was no or hardly any fear of having to pay compensation at all. The Hungarian model even increases the deterrent effect compared to that situation, because the leniency applicant will have to pay his share of the damages at the contribution stage, and if the other cartelists prove to be insolvent even more than that.

The Hungarian model also increases the gap between the immunity recipient and the other cartel members, which will destabilise cartels. As regards the cartel victims, the Hungarian model will result in a delay of the moment at which they will effectively obtain compensation. It will, however, contrary to several other options discussed above, prevent the victims (or certain categories thereof) being deprived of compensation when all cartelists except the immunity recipient are insolvent.

Some support for this option can be found in the OFT’s Recommendations where it was suggested to completely remove the joint and several liability of the immunity recipient provided the other infringing undertakings have sufficient financial resources to meet the claim in full. The Hungarian model is, however, more clear as to its practical meaning.

On the balance of these arguments, the Hungarian model seems to be superior to the other systems discussed above in terms of reconciling leniency incentives with the victims’ right to obtain compensation for damage caused by competition law infringements. The model could be further refined by extending the benefit granted to the immunity recipient to other leniency recipients, whereby it could be provided that in case of insolvency of the non-leniency recipients, victims should address the leniency recipients in the reverse order of their leniency application (the latest leniency recipient, would have to be addressed first). If an even stronger incentive would be required to convince potential leniency applicants to come forward, it could be considered to deprive the other cartelists from their right to claim contribution from the leniency recipients. It should, however, be noted that this measure should only be taken when the benefit granted to the immunity recipient is extended to other leniency recipients; if not it could result in a disincentive for subsequent leniency applicants to come forward.

If the EU and/or its member states would adopt one of these measures, they would, however, only apply when the law of the EU and/or its member states applies. They cannot prevent a decision by a US court holding an undertaking who applied in the EU

\(^{149}\text{S. 344(1)-(2) Hungarian civil code; CI Nagy, ‘The new Hungarian rules on damages caused by horizontal hardcore cartels: presumed price increase and limited protection for whistleblower – an analytical introduction’, [2011] 32(2) ECCLR 66.}\)
for leniency liable for treble damages for infringement of the Clayton Act. The EU cannot even prevent US courts from ordering the leniency applicant to disclose a leniency application made to the Commission and use this as evidence in proceedings for damages.\textsuperscript{150} To overcome this, it has been suggested to insert a claw back provision into Regulation 1/2003:

\begin{quote}
‘which would permit European leniency applicants to claw back the non-compensatory element of any foreign damages claim in the courts of the Member States where the damages claim involved a discovery order by a foreign court permitting discovery of documents that were generated by the leniency applicant in pursuance of its leniency application before the European Commission. This would include a written corporate confession and responses to art.18 decisions’.\textsuperscript{151}
\end{quote}

This seems to be, however, a measure which is difficult to reconcile with international comity as it would undermine the rights of victims based on non-EU law, and insofar as treble damages for infringement of US antitrust law are concerned, the effective enforcement of US antitrust law. Admittedly, as far as there would be a practice of US courts to order disclosure of leniency applications made to the Commission and considered undiscoverable by EU law in order to guarantee the effective enforcement of EU competition law, this does not mesh with international comity either. The application of a sort of retaliation principle (an eye for eye) albeit effective, does not, however, appear to be the most elegant response, nor to lead to the most equitable results. The system of treble damages is an essential element of the US system of antitrust enforcement. Undermining it may cause serious harm to the effective enforcement of US antitrust law. On the other hand, the possibility of having to pay treble damages in the US because of an infringement of US antitrust law does not seem so unfair to the European leniency applicant. Indeed, even without a claw back provision, the European leniency applicant has an opportunity to escape treble damages in the US by being the first to claim leniency in the US.

\section*{VI. CONCLUSION}

Although leniency programmes and damages actions, at least to a certain extent, serve the same purpose of increasing compliance with the competition rules, it has been argued that an increasing number of damages actions may undermine the leniency programmes, because the risk of follow-on damages actions may discourage potential leniency applicants from coming forward.\textsuperscript{152}

\textsuperscript{150} Although this risk should not be overestimated, cf. section II.A.2.


\textsuperscript{152} C Hodges, ‘Competition enforcement, regulation and civil justice: what is the case?’, (2006) 43(5) CMLRev 1390.
To ensure the successful co-existence of leniency programmes and damages actions, the law can interfere at two stages: it can prevent disclosure of leniency applications and it can decrease the risk of having to pay damages or the amount of damages to be paid by leniency recipients. In this contribution, I first explained the current rules on these matters and subsequently, I analysed a number of proposals for reform.

The current state of the rules on disclosure of documents relating to leniency proceedings before the Commission is highly uncertain given the recent judgement in Pfleiderer. The Commission has a tradition of strongly protecting leniency related documents. It will normally not disclose documents or statements received from a leniency applicant, neither on the basis of the Transparency Regulation, nor on the basis of the Network Notice, nor on the basis of its duty to cooperate with the national courts of the EU member states. The Commission is also unlikely to be compelled to disclosure under the US discovery rules. The Commission will, however, provide the recipients of the statement of objections with access to the leniency application (although they may not make copies of it and the use they can make of the information obtained is limited) and it will disclose the identity of the leniency applicant and its role in the cartel in the published version of its infringement decision, although in recent years, the Commission became more careful and takes into account the confidentiality of the sources of its information when publishing the details of infringing conduct. Moreover, the Pfleiderer case raises the question whether the Commission may without more refuse to submit leniency documents at the request of national courts. It also raises the question whether, when the Commission intends to refuse an allegedly injured party access to leniency documents on the basis of the Transparency Regulation, it should not enable that party to prove that on the basis of the weighing of interests as explained in Pfleiderer, it is entitled to obtain access to the document requested.

Pfleiderer also raises the question whether the leniency recipient, under the conditions set out in that judgement, may be ordered by national courts to disclose leniency documents and it might change the tendency amongst US courts not to order the disclosure of EU leniency documents. To prevent the leniency recipient from being ordered to disclose the leniency application, the Commission may accept oral applications. The Commission will make a transcription of this application, but it will not provide the leniency applicant or other recipients of the statement of objections with a copy. A person can of course not be compelled to produce a document which he does not possess. He may, however, arguably on the weighing of interests as explained in Pfleiderer be ordered by the national courts of the Member States to make statements about the content of those documents or his participation in the cartel. A fortiori, courts of non-EU countries could order such testimonies.

As to leniency applications received by NCAs, a distinction is to be made between the cases where the NCA acts as an enforcer of European competition law and cases where it acts as an enforcer of purely national competition law. As to the first situation the Court of Justice decided that EU cartel law does not preclude a person who has been adversely affected by an infringement of EU competition law and seeks to obtain
damages from being granted access to documents relating to a leniency procedure involving the perpetrator of that infringement. It is, however, for the national courts and tribunals, on the basis of their national law, to determine the conditions under which such access must be permitted or refused by weighing the interests protected by EU law. When only national competition law is concerned, the national rules on leniency and on civil procedure are decisive. It should be noted, that even if the national leniency rules provide for the undiscoverability of leniency applications, they will not always be able to set aside the rules of civil procedure. Often the leniency rules will be included in notices adopted by national competition authorities and not by acts adopted by parliament; in that case they will normally not be able to set aside the rules of civil procedure which will normally be based on parliamentary acts.

In principle, leniency rules do not affect the amount of damages and all cartelists are solidarily liable. Hungary, however, introduced a limitation of the immunity recipient’s liability providing that the lawsuit to enforce damages claims against the immunity recipient is stayed until the date on which the judgment made in the administrative lawsuit upon request for a review of the decision of the Hungarian Competition Authority establishing an infringement becomes legally binding and by offering the successful immunity applicant the right to refuse to pay compensation for the damage as long as the claim can be collected from other undertakings being held liable for the same infringement, the rules on contribution remaining unaffected.

To improve the co-existence of leniency programmes and damages actions the Commission proposed in its Green Paper on damages actions three options: (1) excluding the discoverability of damages actions; (2) granting the leniency applicant a conditional rebate on damages in return for helping the victims bring claims against all cartel members; (3) removing the joint liability of the leniency applicant. Only the first and the third option recurred in the Commission’s White Paper. The OFT proposed two additional options: (1) removing the joint and several liability of the immunity recipient if other cartelists are solvent and (2) introducing a right for the immunity recipient to obtain up to 100% contribution from non-leniency recipients. These options seem, however, inferior to the Hungarian solution, which provides a more optimal balance between the interests of the immunity recipient and cartel victims. The model could be further refined by extending the benefit granted to the immunity recipient to other leniency recipients, whereby it could be provided that in case of insolvency of the non-leniency recipients, victims should address the leniency recipients in the reverse order of their leniency application (the latest leniency recipient, would have to be addressed first). If an even stronger incentive would be required to convince potential leniency applicants to come forward, it could be considered to deprive the other cartelists from their right to claim contribution from the leniency recipients. It should, however, be noted that this measure should only be taken when the benefit granted to the immunity recipient is extended to other leniency recipients; if not it could result in a disincentive for subsequent leniency applicants to come forward.

A provision allowing the European leniency applicant to claw back the non-compensatory element of damages to which he is convicted by a non-EU court where
the damages claim involved discovery of documents that were generated by the leniency applicant in pursuance of its leniency application before the Commission seems difficult to reconcile with international law.